Programming is an essential skill that many computing students are expected to master. However, programming can be difficult to learn. Successfully interpreting compiler error messages is crucial for correcting errors and progressing towards success in programming. Yet these messages are often difficult to understand and pose a barrier to progress for many novices, with struggling students often exhibiting high frequencies of errors, particularly repeated errors. This paper presents a control/intervention study on the effectiveness of enhancing Java compiler error messages. Results show that the intervention group experienced reductions in the number of overall errors, errors per student, and several repeated error metrics. These results are important as the effectiveness of compiler error message enhancement has been recently debated. Further, generalizing these results should be possible at least in part, as the control group is shown to be comparable to those in several studies using Java and other languages.
Introduction
An expected outcome of a computer science student's education is programming skill (McCracken, Almstrum, Diaz, Guzdial, Hagan, Kolikant, Laxer, Thomas, Utting, and Wilusz, 2001 ) which is also a core competency for employment in several IT industries (Orsini, 2013) . However many students find programming difficult and struggle to master the core concepts (Bergin and Reilly, 2005) . CS1, the first-year programming course in a degree program, often has high failure rates Porter, Guzdial, McDowell, and Simon, 2013; Yadin, 2011) . Further, difficulty with computer programming has been shown to contribute to well-documented dropout rates in computer science programs . In many countries including Germany (Schäfer, Holz, Leonhardt, Schroeder, Brauner, and Ziefle, 2013) , Ireland (Liston, Frawley, and Patterson, 2016) , the United Kingdom (Matthíasdóttir and Geirsson, 2011) , and the United States (Sloan and Troy, 2008) , computer science has worryingly high dropout rates-often the highest of all disciplines.
Compiler error messages (CEMs) are one of the most important tools that a language offers its programmers, and for novices their feedback is especially critical (Marceau, Fisler, and Krishnamurthi, 2011a) . However CEMs are often cryptic and pose a barrier to success for novice programmers who have been shown in several studies to have trouble interpreting them (Hartmann, MacDougall, Brandt, and Klemmer, 2010; Hristova, Misra, Rutter, and Mercuri, 2003; Kummerfeld and Kay, 2003; Traver, 2010) .
This study investigates the effectiveness of enhanced compiler error messages (ECEMs). Although some systems which aim to help novice programmers provide ECEMs as a feature, ECEMs have not often been studied rigorously or in isolation. This is important as links can be drawn between CEMs and performance in programming (Jadud, 2006; Rodrigo, Baker, Jadud, Amarra, Dy, Espejo-Lahoz, Lim, Pascua, Sugay, and Tabanao, 2009; Tabanao, Rodrigo, and Jadud, 2011) .
A recent study that is particularly significant to our analysis is (Denny, LuxtonReilly, and Carpenter, 2014) , which also investigated ECEMs in an empirical control/intervention manner but presented evidence that error message enhancement is ineffectual. In contrast our study finds that ECEMs have many positive effects.
In our own practice we have made several observations which motivate this research:
(1) Some students are confounded by compiler error messages and do not directly correlate them with errors in their code. (2) Some students ask for help on particular CEMs multiple times. It seems that they are not learning from CEMs-instead they see them as hindrances, blocking them from completing the task at hand. (3) CEMs vary in usefulness, clarity and arguably correctness-to a novice they can sometimes seem wrong.
This study focuses on Java, one of the most popular programming languages for teaching novices to program (Davies, Polack-Wahl, and Anewalt, 2011; Guo, 2014; Siegfried, Greco, Miceli, and Siegfried, 2012) , and one of the most popular languages used in industry (Cass, 2015; TIOBE, 2016) . It should be noted that the choice of Java as an introductory programming language is not without critics (Siegfried, Chays, and Herbert, 2008) , and that Python has recently grown in popularity as an introductory language (Guzdial, 2011) , on some counts overtaking Java (Guo, 2014) .
This study utilizes a pedagogic Java editor called Decaf, specifically written for this research. The principal consideration that influenced the design of Decaf was that Java CEMs could, and should, be improved upon. This was partially inspired by the work of Michael Kölling, who said of error messages (Kölling, 1999, pp. 145-146) :
Good error messages make a big difference in the usability of a system for beginners. Often the wording of a message alone can make all the difference between a student being unable to solve a problem without help from someone else and a student being able to quickly understand and remove a small error. The first student might be delayed for hours or days if help is not immediately available (and even in a class with a tutor it may take several minutes for the tutor to be able to provide the needed help).
Decaf uses available information (the erroneous line of code and the CEM generated) to construct more specific and helpful ECEMs which are presented to the user, alongside the original CEMs. Where possible, Decaf attempts to utilize information such as method or variable names that are involved in the error. The aim is to help students rectify their errors more effectively, while providing a side-by-side opportunity to learn the actual meanings of the original, often cryptic CEMs.
We chose to develop our own editor because we wanted to provide our students with a simple, novice-friendly environment not based on any particular approach. This ruled out developing a plugin for more complicated IDEs such as Eclipse which has many features extraneous for novices, or for BlueJ which despite being aimed at novices, encourages an objects-first approach (Jadud, 2006) .
We compared the following metrics between a control group who used Decaf in pass-through mode (with no ECEMs) and an intervention group who used Decaf in enhanced mode (with ECEMs):
• Total number of errors in each group • Number of errors per student, including those generating specific CEMs • Number of repeated errors, Jadud's error quotient (Jadud, 2005 (Jadud, , 2006 , and the repeated error density (Becker, 2016b) The aim of this research is to discover if enhancing compiler error messages is effective in helping students learn to program. We seek to answer the following research questions:
(1) Do enhanced compiler error messages reduce the overall number of errors? (2) Do enhanced compiler error messages reduce the number of errors per student? (3) Do enhanced compiler error messages reduce the incidence of repeated errors? (4) Do students find enhanced compiler error messages beneficial?
This paper is laid out as follows: Section 2 presents a background to, and related work on, CEMs and their enhancement. Section 3 presents our methods and Section 4 presents our results, first from a high-level 'group view', before answering the questions proposed above. We also provide a basis for generalization of our results. We then discuss threats to validity. Section 5 presents our conclusions and future work.
Terminology
This paper uses the term error to describe a student-committed error in code that generates a compiler error message (CEM). Our research questions seek to determine the impacts of enhanced CEMs (ECEMs) on student errors. Therefore number of errors per CEM is used to describe the number of errors that generated a particular compiler error message. This allows us to discuss errors in isolation (as errors), CEMs in isolation (as CEMs or ECEMs), or to discuss both (as errors per CEM). These distinctions are also useful as there is not necessarily a one to one mapping of errors to CEMs (and vice-versa) in Java (Altadmri and Brown, 2015) . As such, it is possible for two different errors to generate the same CEM. Similarly, the same error (in different contexts) may generate different CEMs. Therefore, all that is initially known when a CEM occurs are the details of that particular CEM, and that a single error generated it. Although the CEM often indicates something about the particular nature of the error, this cannot be assumed in all cases. In Section 3 we discuss that Decaf can at times use source code to gain more information about particular errors when they occur in an effort to provide more useful ECEMs.
Background and related work

Compiler error messages
As far back as the 1970s it became evident that in general, compiler error messages were not fit for purpose. Litecky and Davis (1976) investigated CEMs in COBOL, determining that their feedback was not optimal for users, particularly students. As computer science education became more widespread, Pascal secured its position as the first dominant programming language for teaching. Brown (1983) investigated issues with CEMs in Pascal, finding them to be inadequate, and later Chamillard and Hobart Jr (1997) addressed concerns over syntax errors in their transition from Pascal to Ada97. Kummerfeld and Kay (2003) investigated CEMs in C, and gave important insight into the growing concern over poor error messages. Bergin, Agarwal, and Agarwal (2003) pointed out numerous issues with C++ in its use as a teaching language, including CEM difficulties. C++ was a dominant teaching language of its time (taking the lead from Pascal) and eventually replaced by Java.
CEMs play at least two important roles: as a programming tool they should help the user progress towards a working program, and as a pedagogic tool they should help the user understand the problem that led to the error (Marceau et al., 2011a; Marceau, Fisler, and Krishnamurthi, 2011b) . However, dealing with CEMs is often a frustrating experience for students (Flowers, Carver, and Jackson, 2004; Hsia, Simpson, Smith, and Cartwright, 2005) . Jadud goes as far as stating that compilers are "veritable gold mines for cryptic and confusing error messages" (Jadud, 2006, p. 1) , while Traver (2010, p. 4) describes Java errors in particular as "undecipherable". Ben-Ari (2007) noted that educators resorted to writing supplementary material to help explain CEMs (doing so himself), while McCall and Kölling (2014, p. 1) stated: "Compiler error messages ... are still very obviously less helpful than they could be". Disturbingly, these statements are very similar to those made in the 1970s. Even in modern environments designed for novices such as Alice (Moskal and Lurie, 2004) and BlueJ (Kölling, Quig, Patterson, and Rosenberg, 2003) , difficulty interpreting compiler error messages has been a student complaint (Hagan and Markham, 2000; Rey, 2009) .
CEMs also pose problems for educators, particularly in the context of instructorled or supported laboratory sessions. Coull (2008) identified that tutors spend large amounts of time solving trivial syntactic problems and that time spent with any individual student may be substantial, extending the time other students must wait for help. In addition, as many students tend to make mistakes similar to those of their peers at similar stages, tutors find themselves solving the same problems for several individuals independently. Denny et al. (2014, p. 278) noted: "As educators, we have a limited amount of time to spend with each student so providing students with automated and useful feedback about why they are getting syntax errors is very important".
The frequency of errors, and particularly repeated errors, has been linked to traditional measures of academic success. Jadud (2006) investigated the link between student performance and the error quotient (EQ), a metric influenced heavily by repeated errors. Although some correlations were found to exist they were weak, and the overall conclusion was that EQ and academic performance are related, but exactly how remained to be seen. However, Rodrigo et al. (2009) , found that test scores could be predicted with simple measures such as the student's average number of errors, number of pairs of compilations in error, number pairs of compilations with the same error, pairs of compilations with the same edit location, and pairs of compilations with the same error location. This study clearly linked compilation behavior to performance, but the mechanisms at work, and whether this was just a special case, warrant further research. Tabanao et al. (2011) successfully predicted midterm exam scores with student error profiles, but was not able to accurately identify at-risk students, a goal which has remained elusive to achieve.
It should be noted that efforts to draw these and similar links are becoming more sophisticated as the amount of data available increases. Ahadi, Lister, Haapala, and Vihavainen (2015) explored machine learning techniques to analyze naturally accumulating programming process data (NAPPD) to identify students in need of assistance. Similar data is analyzed using principal component analysis by Becker and Mooney (2016) and here in Section 4. As the amount of NAPPD becoming available continues to grow due to larger studies such as Blackbox (Brown, Kölling, McCall, and Utting, 2014) , such techniques will be increasingly important.
Compiler error enhancement
Although reports on the difficulties posed by compiler error messages have a history of over 40 years, there is not an abundance of research on enhancing them. Schorsch (1995) introduced CAP (Code Analyzer for Pascal), an automated tool to check Pascal programs for syntax, logic and style errors. CAP provided ECEMs designed to inform the student what was wrong, why, and how to fix the cause. These often included sample/example code, and did not shy away from personal touches such as humor, similar to Gauntlet (Flowers et al., 2004) described later. It was reported that the quality of student programs was improved through using CAP. Hristova et al. (2003) introduced Expresso, a pre-compiler which scans Java programs for 20 common errors and provides users with ECEMs where possible. A drawback of Expresso is that error messages may not appear in line-number sequence due to a multiple-pass design. Being presented with errors which are not in line-number sequence is not desirable for at least two reasons. First, novice students often think sequentially-that is line-by-line. Second, students are often taught to tackle the first error message, due to the possibility of cascading errors (Burgess, 1999) . These are not true errors in as much as they are immediately resolved when the original error is. To avoid being confused by cascading errors, Ben-Ari (2007, p. 6) advises: "Do not invest any effort in trying to fix multiple error messages! Concentrate on fixing the first error and then recompile". Following this line of thought, the inclusion of the second and subsequent errors is a likely source of confusion and frustration, particularly for novices. This consideration has influenced the design of Decaf, discussed in Section 3.1. Thompson (2004) focused on an Eclipse plug-in called Gild, specifically for novice Java programmers. Gild was updated to include a feature with "extra error support" which consisted of ECEMs for 51 of 347 possible errors. This work and the Gild editor had many objectives, with the effects of compiler error enhancement making up three of six research questions. In addition, it was an exploratory work with a small number of students-less than 10 for quantitative results, depending on the sub-study in question. The results were not conclusive as to whether or not students became faster at fixing their errors over the course of the study (compilation times was the metric focused on). It was concluded that Gild needed more specific error messages and better coverage of errors most encountered by students. Flowers et al. (2004) introduced a tool called Gauntlet which focused on providing Java ECEMs. After targeting the top 50 novice errors, they focused on nine which they believed to be most common. The authors used Gauntlet for 18 months in a first-year module which included programming. The authors believed that the quality of student work improved, time was saved, and instructor workload was reduced, however no empirical results were presented.
Coull (2008) introduced a framework for support tools that addresses both program and problem formulation for novices. One of the requirements of such tools is to present both standard compiler and enhanced support concurrently. This influenced the design of Decaf discussed in Section 3.1. Only three systems categorized by Coull met this requirement, CAP being one. The same work also presented SNOOPIE (Supporting Novices in an Object Oriented Programming Integrated Environment), using the framework, for learning Java. Although the scope of SNOOPIE was well beyond ECEMs, they were one of the primary facets. It was shown that this support was beneficial to a small group of students, particularly for non-trivial syntactic errors.
Other systems which provided some form of ECEMs, but for which no quantitative evaluations were carried out include Argen (Toomey and Gjengset, 2011) , HelpMeOut (Hartmann et al., 2010) , a system by Lang (2002) , and JJ (Motil and Epstein, nd) , discussed by Kelleher and Pausch (2005) and Farragher and Dobson (2000) .
All of the studies discussed so far put most focus on addressing the problem (providing ECEMs), but lack empiricism in determining if they make any difference to novices. Denny et al. (2014) implemented an enhanced feedback system to users of CodeWrite (Denny, Luxton-Reilly, Tempero, and Hendrickx, 2011) , a web-based tool designed to help students complete Java exercises. This paper presented a control/intervention study on the effects of Java ECEMs. The system was used with students attempting exercises which required them to complete the body of a method for which the header was provided. Thus students were not writing code from scratch, and may not have been experiencing the full gamut of CEMs that novices may encounter. Students participated by completing lab exercises for a period of two weeks as part of an accelerated summer course. To evaluate their system, the authors investigated the following.
(1) The number of consecutive non-compiling submissions made while attempting a given exercise. (2) The total number of non-compiling submissions across all exercises. (3) The number of attempts needed to resolve the most common kinds of errors.
Their analysis concluded the following, with reference to the three lines of investigation identified above.
(1) There were no significant differences between groups.
(2) Although students viewing the enhanced error messages made fewer noncompiling submissions overall, the variance of both groups was high, and the difference between the means was not significant. (3) There was no evidence that the enhanced feedback affected the average num-ber of compiles needed to resolve three common syntax errors (cannot resolve identifier, type mismatch, and missing semicolon).
The authors state several possible reasons for their null results as well as threats to validity, including that the raw compiler feedback shows up to two CEMs, while the enhanced feedback module displays only one in an attempt to reduce the complexity for students. This may allow some students to correct two errors at once while using the raw compiler messages, or may confuse other students by presenting more than one error to correct. This was a consideration when designing Decaf, discussed in Section 3.1.
In previous work we showed that there was a significant reduction in the number of errors encountered by an intervention group that received ECEMs compared to a control group that did not (Becker, 2016a) . We also reported preliminary evidence that the number of repeated errors was significantly reduced. In Becker (2016b) we provided further evidence that the number of repeated errors was reduced in an intervention group receiving ECEMs.
Our previous work simply compared groups of students (control and intervention) without separating out raw CEMs and ECEMs-the control group experienced raw CEMs for all errors, while the intervention group received 30 enhanced CEMs and the remainder raw. This is due to the fact that Decaf does not enhance all possible CEMs. The fact that the intervention group received a mix of enhanced and unenhanced CEMs means that we were not comparing the effects of CEMs and ECEMs as directly as possible. The present study more directly measures how the control and intervention groups interact with raw CEMs and ECEMs by measuring how each group interacts with these separately. That is, we directly measure the effect of CEMs and ECEMs on each group rather than simply comparing the two groups.
Methodology
Decaf and the enhanced error messages
This research utilizes a Java editor called Decaf, specifically written for this research by the authors. Decaf uses the raw CEM generated and the erroneous line of code (which may contain relevant information such as identifier names) to construct more specific and helpful ECEMs which are presented to the user, along with the original CEMs. Decaf has two modes, pass-through and enhanced. In pass-through mode there is no enhancement of the raw javac CEMs. In enhanced mode, enhanced CEMs are presented alongside the original raw CEMs, for 30 selected CEMs. Figure  1 shows a schematic of how Decaf interacts with the system and users. Figures 2 and 3 show screenshots of Decaf in pass-through and enhanced modes respectively.
Decaf's ECEMs were designed by gathering recommendations from several sources including many previous works in Section 2.2. We also utilized the work of Traver (2010) who provided eight principles of good error message design using examples of C++ CEMs to illustrate them. As the syntax of beginner-level Java is C-like, these were translated into practical advice for writing Decaf's ECEMs. Other sources used include (Lang, 2002; Marceau et al., 2011a; Nielsen, 1994; Pane and Myers, 1996) . The CEMs to be enhanced were compiled from lists of frequent Java errors from 11 studies presented in Table S1 . Details of some individual CEMs including likely causes from Ben-Ari (2007) were also used. Finally, we included several errors which we have seen occur frequently with beginners in our own practice that were not mentioned in the above:
• class <class name> is public, should be declared in a file named <class name>.java • '.' expected • illegal character <character> • array required, but <type> found Table 1 shows all 30 CEMs enhanced by Decaf. In cases where a particular CEM can be generated by one of several errors, program logic attempts to determine the specific error by analyzing the offending line of user code which may contain useful information such as identifier names. One such example is the CEM cannot find symbol. Ben-Ari (2007) notes that this error can be caused by inconsistencies between the declaration of an identifier and its use. A non-exhaustive list of syntax errors resulting in this CEM is:
(1) misspelled identifier (including capital letters used incorrectly) (2) calling a constructor with an incorrect parameter signature (3) using an identifier outside its scope Table 2 shows the javac (unenhanced) CEM along with the Decaf (enhanced) ECEM which are generated by this error. This work is primarily concerned with compile-time errors (syntactic and those semantic errors which are caught by javac). However, inspired by Murphy, Kim, Kaiser, and Cannon (2008) who developed a tool which enhanced runtime errors in Java, Decaf also provides enhanced error messages for the following runtime errors, in a manner very similar to the compile-time ECEMs it provides:
Study design
Two cohorts of approximately 100 students, separated by one academic year, were included in the study. The students were enrolled in the CS1 module as part of a BSc in Information Technology. The control group had a female to male ratio of 1:2.57 and an average age of 26. The intervention group had a female to male ratio of 1:3 and an average age of 28. Attendance records and numbers of lab submissions indicate similar levels of engagement and motivation for both groups. All students in this study used Java SE 7.
The module was delivered by the same lecturer in year 1 and year 2 and the lecture schedule, content and assessment strategy was as similar as possible for both years. In year 1, control group students used Decaf in pass-through mode, where there is no enhancement of CEMs. In year 2, intervention group students used Decaf in enhanced mode, with the ECEMs presented alongside CEMs (for CEMs where ECEMs are available). We logged data for six weeks but only used weeks 2-5 for analysis. During this period each group was working at steady-stateIn week 1 Decaf was being installed and in week 6 students were transitioning to another editor. Each group had the following data logged, for each CEM generated:
• compiler ID (an anonymous integer representing a unique Decaf installation) • line of code and class generating CEM
A recent study particularly relevant to ours provided evidence that enhancing compiler error messages is not effective (Denny et al., 2014) . The present study differs from that in the following ways:
(1) We analyze the number of errors generating all CEMs, not just three.
(2) We do not measure the number of non-compiling submissions to an assignment, but the number of errors generated. (3) We measure errors not only while completing laboratory exercises but all student programming activities such as simply practicing programming. (4) Our ECEMs do not provide examples of code, only enhanced versions of the raw CEMs. (5) We do not provide any skeleton or starter code to students. (6) Decaf only presents one ECEM at a time compared to two. (7) Our study is over four weeks compared to two. (8) Our study involves over 200 students compared to 83.
In this study we directly distinguish between two sets of CEMs, the 30 that are enhanced by Decaf and those that are not. We then explore if the control and intervention groups respond differently when they are presented with these. For CEMs enhanced by Decaf the control and intervention groups experience different output. The intervention group, using Decaf in enhanced mode, see the enhanced and raw javac CEMs. The control group, using Decaf in pass-through mode, only see the raw javac CEMs.
Thus for CEMs not enhanced by Decaf, both groups see the same raw CEMs. This provides us with an important subgroup within the intervention group, namely when the intervention group experiences errors generating CEMs not enhanced by Decaf. We hypothesized that there would be no significant difference between the control and intervention groups when looking at these cases for which both groups receive the same raw CEMs. On the other hand, if enhancing CEMs has an effect on student behavior, we would see a significant difference between the two groups when looking at errors generating the 30 enhanced CEMs (due to the intervention group receiving enhanced CEMs and the control group receiving raw CEMs).
Results and analysis
We recorded 48,800 errors generating a total of 74 distinct CEMs, including all 30 for which Decaf provides ECEMs (see Table 1 ). The full list of CEMs generated is shown in Appendix I. Table 3 shows the total number of errors recorded and the number of compiler IDs 1 for both groups. The intervention group logged 32% fewer errors than the control group overall. We noted that a number of compiler IDs generated very few errors, most of these occurring in the first week of the study 1 an anonymous integer representing a unique Decaf installation period. This is consistent with the lecturer noting that some students reinstalled Decaf early on and the fact that when Decaf is reinstalled a new compiler ID is issued. This is in Section 4.6 as a threat to validity. We filtered the data removing compiler IDs recording less than an average of 10 errors per week. See Table 3 for the number of recorded errors and compiler IDs after filtering. This strikes a good balance between removing compiler IDs with very low activity and retaining those which are the result of a Decaf reinstall, but generating a representative and useful amount of data. Other studies such as (Jadud, 2006) filtered their data in similar ways.
For data that can be paired we test for significance with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. For unpaired data we employ Mann-Whitney U tests. In all cases we use two-tail tests and results are considered significant if p < 0.05.
In a previous study (Becker and Mooney, 2016) we analyzed the control group data using principal component analysis (PCA). We sought to categorize CEMs by relating them to each other on the basis of how users encounter them. We were interested in seeing if a students who make errors generating certain CEMs frequently would also have a high likelihood of encountering other identifiable CEMs with high frequency. Here, before answering our research questions, we use PCA to gain a view of any differences between our control and intervention groups before looking at more specific measures of behavior.
PCA is a non-parametric method of reducing a complex data set to reveal hidden, simplified dynamics within it (Shlens, 2003) . PCA is useful for retaining data that accounts for a high degree of variance, and removing data which does not. PCA takes as input a set of variables (which may be correlated) and converts them into a set of linearly uncorrelated principal components (PCs). These principal components may then reveal relationships between the original variables. The number of PCs is less than or equal to the number of original variables, and are ordered in terms of the fraction of variance each retains. Thus principal component 1 (PC1) contains the highest variance of all PCs, PC2 the second highest, and so on. The PCA was performed with the ggbiplot 2 function for the R statistical/graphical programming language. Figure 4A shows the results of a PCA taking all errors into account. Each data point represents a student and groups are represented by different colors. The ellipses are 68% probability confidence ellipses. It can be seen that the intervention group exhibits less variance in PCs 1 and 2 (those with the most and second most variance) as it has a smaller confidence ellipse (specifically, both axes are shorter). In addition, the control group is more widely distributed with more outliers. These outliers may represent students that are struggling more with CEMs.
However, outliers in the data can influence the results of PCA, which is another reason that inactive students have been filtered from the data, and here the further step of investigating only errors generating the top 15 CEMs was taken. Again, it is believed that the data remaining is representative and useful, and that any outliers that remain are outlying for valid reasons. A PCA of the reduced (Top 15 CEM) data is shown in Figure 4B . There are three immediate observations to be made:
(1) The group profiles remain very similar. (2) Individual students do not vary much in terms of relative position within their groups (labels have been removed from the figures for clarity, but they are identifiable with the labels turned on). (3) The variance of the PCs increase substantially (PC1 from 12.4 to 41.1% and PC2 from 4.8 to 13.8%). Thus for the reduced (15 CEM) data, PCs 1 and 2 account for 54.9% of the variance in each group.
It is important to note when comparing Figure 5A and Figure 5B that the direction (positive/negative) of the PCs and the resulting correlation with variables (CEMs) is arbitrary, so for instance the fact that the outlying student beyond y = −20 in Figure 5A , is located beyond y = 10 in Figure 5B , does not represent anything of interest in and of itself, as all students have been shifted accordingly between the figures. It is the relative position of students (and the distinction between groups) within each figure that is of interest.
Along with having fewer, less distant outliers, it can be inferred that the intervention students are behaving as a more cohesive, homogeneous group. Since the PC are linked to the CEMs, we can take the fact that both groups show up distinctly as evidence that on a group level the control and intervention groups are interacting with CEMs differently, and that difference is due to the intervention group experiencing ECEMs.
Having presented the data from an overall perspective demonstrating the differing profiles of the control and intervention groups, we now seek to answer the questions forming the aim of this research presented in Section 1.
Do ECEMs reduce the overall number of errors?
Again, the present study directly distinguishes between raw CEMs and ECEMs, providing a direct measure of the effects of CEM enhancement. This is achieved by comparing control and intervention groups for two sets of CEMs-those that are enhanced by Decaf and those that are not. Figure 6A shows a strong linear correlation in the number of errors per CEM between the control and intervention groups both in cases where errors do and do not have CEMs enhanced. However, a relatively lower number of errors is seen for the intervention group in the case of enhanced CEMs 6B. It is important to remember that the control group does not experience enhanced CEMs for these errors. This is evidence that enhancing CEMs reduced the number of errors that students make.
The 30 CEMs enhanced by Decaf represent 78.7% of all errors. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test (two-tail) showed that the number of errors was greater for the control group (Mdn = 229) than for the intervention group (Mdn = 189), Z = -3.19, p < 0.001, providing further evidence that ECEMs reduced the number of errors made by the intervention group. Figure 7 shows the number of errors generating the 10 most frequent CEMs enhanced by Decaf for both groups. It can be seen that the number of errors is lower for the intervention group for all CEMs.
The CEMs not enhanced by Decaf represent 21.3% of all errors, and many of these are infrequent (< 100 errors in either group, accounting for < 10% of non-enhanced errors). Therefore we selected the 10 most frequent of these CEMs representing over 90% of all errors generating CEMs not enhanced by Decaf. A Wilcoxon signedrank test (two-tail) did not show a significant difference between the control and intervention groups. These results are in line with our hypothesis in Section 3.2. In the next section we explore the number of errors per student and if the differences presented here are significant in that context. Table 4 shows the average number of errors and average number of CEMs per student for each group. For CEMs enhanced by Decaf the intervention group showed a significantly lower number of errors per student for the intervention group (Mdn = 109) compared to control (Mdn = 132), U = 4,691, p = 0.048. This is evidence that ECEMs reduced the number of errors per student in the intervention group. Similar to in Section 4.1, A Mann-Whitney U test (two-tail) showed no significant difference between control and intervention for CEMs not enhanced by Decaf. This is evidence that students in both groups were behaving similarly in the absence of ECEMs.
Do ECEMs reduce the number of errors per student?
Becker (2016a) investigated the 15 most frequent CEMs and found that of these, nine had a statistically significant reduction in the number of errors per student. These are presented in Table 5 . Of these nine CEMs, all but one are enhanced by Decaf. This is an important finding. Only one recent study (Denny et al., 2014) investigated individual errors and reported no significant results for the three investigated: cannot resolve identifier (CEM 12), type mismatch (CEM 57), and ; expected (CEM 7). Although we did not find a significant difference for CEM 7, we did for CEMs 12 and 57. The fact that an insignificant difference for CEM 7 was found in both studies is somewhat expected, as this unenhanced javac CEM is particularly straightforward. CEM 5, which has a statistically significant difference, but is not enhanced by Decaf, is '.class' expected. There are several possible explanations for this. First, it could be a false positive. Second, there could be a genuine reason that intervention students committed this error with a lower frequency-perhaps a pedagogical difference between the semesters, although significant efforts were made to avoid any. Third, it is not known if helping students by enhancing some CEMs has a 'knock-on' effect of helping with errors generating other CEMs (which are not enhanced).
Program 2 defines an empty method on line 6, which is called by the main method on line 4. If this line is changed from go(a, b); to go(int a, b);, CEM 5 '.class' expected is generated. This is because the type of the method parameter is already known. If go(int x, int y) on line 6 is changed to go(int x, y), CEM 12 <identifier> expected is generated because no type is given for y. This CEM is enhanced by Decaf and does have a significant reduction for the intervention group. Table 6 summarizes this example.
Program 2. Java program exemplifying <identifier> expected and '.class' expected CEMs. Given the similarities between how these two errors are generated, it would not be entirely unreasonable to find that helping students with CEM 12 has a knock-on effect of helping them with CEM 5. Both errors can occur due to incorrectly stating (or not stating) the types of method arguments/parameters, in calling (line 4) or defining (line 6) a method. However these CEMs can arise in different situations and a full investigation of this potential knock-on effect is beyond the scope of the present work.
Do ECEMs reduce the incidence of repeated errors?
It is important to note that the number of errors a student commits is not a guaranteed measure the student is struggling, although a high number of errors is certainly an indication that something may be wrong. For repeated errors it is a different situation. Jadud (2006) found that how often errors are repeated is one of the best indicators of how well (or poorly) a student was progressing. Other studies have also focused on the incidence of repeated errors and what they say about student behavior and performance (Ahadi et al., 2015; Watson, Li, and Godwin, 2013) .
In this study, a student is said to have committed a repeated error when two consecutive compilations result in the same CEM and originate from an error on the same line of code. Only the first CEM reported by javac is used in calculating repeated errors, and the method is the same for both groups. A repeated error string is an occurrence of at least one repeated error-it could be more than one-provided the repeated errors themselves are consecutive with no other events between them. Such a string ends when a different CEM is encountered or a different line of code causes the same CEM (each indicating that the original error was resolved). Figure 7 shows the number of repeated error strings per student (by group) for the top 15 CEMs. A Mann-Whitney U test (two-tail) showed that the number of strings per student was greater for the control group (Mdn = 37) than for the intervention group (Mdn = 27, U = 6437, p = 0.012). Note that this data is not paired-each line in Figure 7 represents a succession of all students in each group, ordered in decreasing number of repeated error strings. This shows that more control students had more repeated error strings and were therefore more likely to be struggling.
This reduction in the number of repeated error strings led to the development of a new metric for quantifying repeated errors called the Repeated Error Density (RED) (Becker, 2016b) . It was found using the data from this study that enhancing CEMs results in a statistically significant reduction in RED and Jadud's error quotient (Jadud, 2006) , providing further evidence that enhancing CEMs reduces the number of repeated errors. Figure 8 shows the number of repeated errors per CEM for the top 15 CEMs representing 86.3% of all errors. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test (two-tail) showed that the number of errors was greater for the control group (Mdn = 742) than for the intervention group (Mdn = 416); Z = -2.90, p = 0.004. The only CEM with a higher number of repeated errors for the intervention group was CEM 39 else without if. This was also the only CEM in the top 15 with a higher number of (overall) errors for the intervention group, and one of the three top-15 CEMs that are not enhanced by Decaf. However in the case of this CEM, this difference was not found to be significant. Additionally, the number of errors for CEM 7 ; expected was nearly the same for each group. The straightforward nature of this particular unenhanced CEM is a possible explanation for this, as discussed in Section 4.2.
Do students find ECEMs beneficial?
At the end of each semester students were presented with a short optional and anonymous survey relating to their experience using Decaf. The survey was comprised of a number of Likert questions, each with an optional open-ended field asking "Please explain (optional)". An independent-samples t-test (two-tail) was conducted for each Likert question. The response rate was approximately 32% for the intervention group and 20% for the control group. It is interesting to note that for the intervention group, an average of 28% of the optional comments were completed compared to 7% for the control group. This is one indication that the intervention group was more engaged with their learning.
When asked "How much of a barrier to progress do you feel compiler errors are?" students in the intervention group were significantly more likely to report that compiler errors presented less of a barrier to progress than the control group ( Figure  S1 ). When asked "How frustrating do you find compiler errors?" the intervention group found compiler errors significantly less frustrating than the control group ( Figure S2 ). This is encouraging, particularly as the intervention students were being presented with both the javac CEMs as well as the Decaf ECEMs, and we had an additional concern that students might find being presented with two versions of the same error messages confusing or frustrating. However this does not appear to have been the case. The full survey results can be found in (Becker, 2015) .
Basis for generalization
In this section we analyze the control group and compare it to groups from several other studies on Java and other languages. This is with a view to providing a case for generalizing these results to other groups of students, languages, etc.
The 10 most frequent CEMs recorded in the control group represented 73% of all control errors. These CEMs are similar to those in five other previous studies of CEMs in Java (Table 7 ). The top 10 CEMs from this study share six CEMs with the top 10 of Brown et al. (2014) and Jackson, Cobb, and Carver (2005) , five with Tabanao et al. (2011) and Dy and Rodrigo (2010) , and four with (Jadud, 2006) . Despite spanning 10 years and most likely four Java versions, this indicates that the students in the control group of this study are generating very similar errors to students in the other studies. Figure 9 shows the distributions of the top 10 CEMs in all six studies.
Having established that our control group is similar to other studies featuring Java with the motivation of demonstrating that generalization to other Java studies is a potential, we sought evidence for which generalization to other languages is a possibility. Jadud noticed that the top Java errors he collected had a similar distribution to five studies using other languages (Jadud, 2006) . Inspired by this analysis, Figure 10 shows the frequency of the nine most frequent errors from this study's control group and those from three languages Jadud reported on: Haskell (Heeren, Leijen, and van IJzendoorn, 2003) ; FORTRAN (Moulton and Muller, 1967) ; and COBOL (Litecky and Davis, 1976) , as well as the most recent study on Java (Brown et al., 2014) .
The errors at each rank are different as the languages are different, with the exception of some of the Java errors (see Table 7 ), and there is no way of easily Table 7 . Top 10 CEMs from this study (control group) and five other Java studies: A (Brown et al., 2014) ; B (Jackson et al., 2005) ; C (Tabanao et al., 2011); D (Dy and Rodrigo, 2010) ; and E (Jadud, 2006 > 5 × 10 6 559,419 24,151 ∼14,500 ∼70,000 * Some studies broke this CEM down into: unknown variable, unknown method, unknown class, and unknown symbol. As the students in this study had not yet studied methods or classes, it is reasonable to assume that most cannot find symbol errors were actually cannot find symbol -variable errors. Manually looking at many of these errors in the data supports this. * * unknown variable or cannot find symbol -variable (See * above). † bracket expected. Figure 9 . Percent frequency of the 10 most frequent Java CEMs from this study (control group) and five other studies. In each group the left-most bar represents the most frequent CEM and the right-most, the 10th most frequent.
evaluating why this distribution is common across so many languages 3 . Jadud does posit two possible reasons: the programmer and the grammar. If indeed the reason is programmer behavior, it would support the idea that the students in this study are not only similar to those in other studies involving Java, but to those involving many other languages as well. This would be important in generalizing the methods and results of this study. Similarly, if this commonality is due to the grammar of the languages, it could be taken as evidence that results for one language could potentially be generalized to others, with obvious complications involving systematically and reliably generalizing errors in one language to another. 
Threats to validity
Attempts were made to make all environmental and pedagogical factors as similar as possible across the two years of the study. Students learned the same topics in as similar a manner as possible, with the same lecturer, material, labs and environment. Nonetheless some factors could not be controlled such as scheduling differences, room availability and external pressures on students from other modules.
A more technical threat to validity is the fact that a new anonymous compiler ID is issued when Decaf is reinstalled, perhaps by the same student on the same computer, or by one student on multiple computers. This creates an issue in not having a perfect one to one mapping of compiler IDs to students. It is believed that this did not impact the results to a large extent for two reasons. First, the number of compiler IDs was not much above the average attendance and the average number of students submitting lab exercises. Second, filtering data to remove inactive compiler IDs brought the number of compiler IDs closer to the expected numbers, and the students in the control group had a similar error profile to students in other studies. Related to the threat just mentioned, students were encouraged to only use Decaf. However, students could choose to use another environment, or use Decaf and another environment concurrently, although the lecturer noted very little evidence of this.
A minor issue is that Decaf does not enhance three of the top 15 CEMs: 39 'else' without 'if ', 53 illegal start of type, and 5 '.class' expected. This however did provide another interesting self-contained control case which spanned both groups. As both groups experienced the same raw Java CEMs in these cases, it would be expected that there would be little variation in their frequencies. Indeed for one of these (CEM 39) Decaf had only a slightly higher frequency, and for CEMs 53 and 5, the frequencies were almost equivalent. For all of the other top 15 CEMs, the number of errors was lower for the control group. Additionally, CEM 5 provided an opportunity to briefly explore the possibility of a knock-on effect of ECEMs (Section 4.2).
The Decaf software was designed before the publication of Denny et al. (2014) , and shares with their research a threat to validity in that the control students were presented with more than one CEM which may confuse some students and potentially allow others to correct more than one error simultaneously. This is a direct effect of the design decision of not to interfere with the standard Java CEM presentation in any way for the control group.
In enhanced mode, the original Java CEM is presented unaltered, alongside an ECEM (if one is generated) to the intervention group (however, unlike some other studies, no other information (such as example code) that could lead to validity issues is presented). Being presented with both messages side by side could potentially lead to student confusion because they are being presented with two versions of a single compiler error message. However, the results of survey questions (particularly open-ended responses) did not show any evidence of this.
Conclusion
There are many difficulties faced by students learning to program, and few (if any) are as persistent and universally experienced as those in interpreting compiler error messages (CEMs). These difficulties have been documented in the literature for at least four decades and occur with almost all programming languages. These CEMs are extremely important as the student's primary source of information on their work, providing instant feedback intended to help students locate, diagnose and correct their own errors, often made just seconds before. Unfortunately they are often less than helpful. Terse, confusing, too numerous, misleading, and sometimes seemingly wrong, they become sources of frustration and discouragement.
This paper presented the results of an in-depth empirical investigation on the effects of a Java editor called Decaf, specifically written for this research. Decaf features enhanced CEMs (ECEMs) intended to be more understandable and helpful than those provided by the compiler. Only a few systems providing ECEMs exist, and there are even fewer in-depth empirical studies on ECEM effectiveness (Denny et al., 2014) .
The aim of this research was to investigate the questions:
(1) Do enhanced compiler error messages reduce the overall number of errors? (2) Do enhanced compiler error messages reduce the number of errors per student? (3) Do enhanced compiler error messages reduce the incidence of repeated errors? (4) Do students find enhanced compiler error messages beneficial? Two groups were investigated during their semester 1 CS1 module, a control group experiencing standard Java CEMs and an intervention group experiencing ECEMs. Each group consisted of approximately 100 students and together they generated nearly 50,000 errors. The control group was shown to have an error distribution very similar to several other studies on Java and other languages, providing a baseline and grounds for generalization. It was found through several angles of analysis, that the overall number of errors was significantly reduced for the intervention group. Perhaps more importantly, the number of errors per student was reduced, particularly for high frequency errors. Nine CEMs were identified (eight enhanced by Decaf), accounting for 43.2% of all errors, which had a significantly reduced number of errors per student. These errors are amongst the most commonly encountered by students in several other studies.
The number of repeated errors, a key metric in identifying struggling students, was also reduced in addition to the number of repeated error strings. This supports previous work showing a reduction in the EQ and RED metrics (Becker, 2016b) . The data was also analyzed from a group perspective using principal component analysis, finding that both groups had distinct profiles. The intervention group exhibited less variance with a more homogeneous error profile than the control group.
Feedback from students involved in this study showed a positive learning experience with ECEMs. Students that experienced ECEMs reported that compiler errors were not as significant a barrier to progress as those that only experienced the raw CEMs, and students that experienced ECEMs felt that compiler errors were less frustrating than those that only experienced the raw CEMs.
Future research directions
At some point in the future Java may be replaced as the most common language for novice instruction, with Python as a top contender. Although this will bring change, the fact remains that several popular novice teaching languages have come and gone over more than four decades, but the difficulties presented by CEMs have persisted. This makes it seem unlikely that the problems students encounter with CEMs will be alleviated in the short-term by a language change alone. In addition, the manner in which data about the problem is gathered will continue to change. Error detection and aggregation is getting increasingly sophisticated. The Blackbox dataset introduced by Brown et al. (2014) contains millions of errors, and has already been used to analyze 37 million of them, from hundreds of thousands of students over at least several hundred institutions (Altadmri and Brown, 2015) . However studies like the present one, closer to the students involved than global studies like Blackbox, will remain extremely important in determining how to improve student success in programming.
A solution, if there ever is one, will come first from one of three likely sources. The first is language designers themselves, through languages which by nature are less prone to errors rooted in complex syntax and semantics. The second is compiler designers, who have the possibility of discovering and deciphering error causes differently and presenting more useful CEMs to programmers so they can rectify them more effectively. An example is Eclipse which has a custom Java compiler with its own CEMs, which in some cases are arguably better than those of javac (Ben-Ari, 2007) . The third are designers of editors and environments such as Decaf-tools which interpret and address the problems presented by CEMs, most likely through enhancement. Ultimately the solution will probably be a combination of efforts from language, compiler and editor designers in concert. Nonetheless, existing languages already exist and already have their flaws. These languages are immensely popular, running the software that the modern world depends on. In addition, there will always be languages with CEMs more notorious than others, and therefore a likely need for enhanced CEMs.
Directions for future work follow two avenues. The first is further into the data already gathered by applying the rubric of Marceau et al. (2011a) designed to identify specific error messages that are problematic for students. Although the present research identified specific error messages, these were based on frequency, not analyzing the actual issues students encountered when they committed particular errors. The second direction is a new and improved editor that will take into account lessons learned here. A web-based editor is envisioned, requiring no download or installation of software. This will provide scope for future study by including more institutions, greater student diversity, and a greater overall number of participants.
It is perhaps unreasonable to think that enhancing compiler error messages will completely alleviate the problems students have with them. However it has been shown that Decaf reduced student errors, reduced indications of struggling students, and provided a positive learning experience. It is hoped that the results of this work and those to come will help in providing assistance in one of the many hurdles computer programming students face in learning an extremely important skill.
Supplemental material
Table S1 Most frequent Java compiler error messages and errors from eleven studies. 
